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Background



Genetic mutations lead to a substantial 
proportion of CP cases



Genetics in a nutshell
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Can genetic findings impact diagnosis & treatment in CP?



Case 1

• A 5 year-old boy with dyskinetic CP is admitted to the hospital with 
respiratory distress. His respiratory symptoms stabilize with 
supplemental oxygen and supportive care, but his dyskinesia (chorea) 
worsens considerably. He is treated with several medications with 
some improvement in his chorea, but he becomes somnolent and his 
respiratory drive worsens. He is urgently transferred to the intensive 
care unit. Rapid whole exome sequencing discloses a de novo
pathogenic mutation in GNAO1. After careful discussion with his 
parents, the decision is made to place a deep brain stimulator. After 
surgery, he is able to be weaned from the ventilator. His chorea is 
controlled and sedating medications are able to be weaned. 

Genetic findings can lead to new insights that guide treatment decisions



Case 2

• A 6 year-old girl with a diagnosis of spastic quadriplegic CP was born 
at 27 weeks estimated gestational age. Her mother becomes 
concerned that the botulinum toxin injections that seemed to help 
her hypertonia at first are now making her tighter. She is experiencing 
daily painful muscle contractions that limit her ability to participate in 
therapy. A repeat MRI is performed, and shows the appearance of 
iron deposits in the brain, suggesting she may not have CP after all, 
but a CP mimic. Genetic testing is performed, and identifies 
pathogenic mutations in the PANK2 gene. Her tone is re-evaluated 
and found to represent dystonia, prompting a change in her 
medications and adjustment of therapy goals. Botulinum injections 
are continued as a valuable part of her treatment plan.

Genetic results can clarify confusing clinical pictures



Case 3

• A 7 year-old boy was born at 30 weeks gestation and is diagnosed 
with spastic diplegia just after his first birthday. His MRI shows 
periventricular leukomalacia. His clinical course is stable, and he 
shows a partial response to oral medication, botulinum injections, 
and physical therapy. Genetic testing reveals a pathogenic mutation in 
the SPAST gene – classically associated with hereditary spastic 
paraplegia, a progressive disorder. Noting his preserved strength and 
good selective motor control, his CP team proceeds with a selective 
dorsal rhizotomy, with excellent postoperative outcome. 

Genetic results may not change what we already know 



The Wh- questions in CP genetics

• Who?

• What?

• When?

• Where?

• Why?



Who?

• Should we test all CP patients 

or only selected individuals?



Research knowledge has advanced faster than 
clinical standards of care

‘There is no role for genetic or metabolic 
testing in the diagnostic assessment of the 

child with cerebral palsy’

Reaffirmed July 2007

Evidence base building



Who should be tested?

• We don’t know

• Cryptogenic (PMID: 32989326)

• Comorbid NDDs (PMIDs: 33528536, 34077496)

• Efforts underway to provide additional data to inform practice

• For now, recommend testing if there is not a clear etiology

PMID: 30413629

COL4A1 mutations



• Single gene sequencing

• Given that there are likely hundreds of genes that may 
lead to CP, you’d better be really lucky or really good!

• Better yield with large-scale unbiased testing

• Chromosomal microarray

• Can detect genomic copy number variants that lead to 
CP

What?



What testing should be performed?

• Gene panels
• Two commercial CP panels are currently available

• Whole exome/genome sequencing



When should we test?

• Ideally at the time of diagnosis

• For many with an existing diagnosis of CP, 

testing may be appropriate now



Where?

• Clinical Genetics and Genetic Counseling
• Medical genetics professionals; yet often overwhelmed by growing demand 

for genetic medicine

• Other specialties may contribute (medical home)
• Neurology
• Developmental pediatrics
• Physiatry
• Orthopedics
• Neurosurgery
• Complex care



Why?

PMID: 31501260



A role for personalized medicine in CP?

• If you’ve seen one patient with CP… you’ve seen ONE patient with CP

• Perhaps this is not true, but nevertheless, a one size-fits-all approach 
is often not effective 



Opportunities for personalized medicine in CP

repurposing existing 

treatments 
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Seeing the whole picture

“CP” 

“Dystonia” 

“Psychomotor 
retardation” 

“Dyskinesia” 

“Motor delay” 

“Hypertonia” 



Opportunities for personalized medicine in CP

repurposing existing 

treatments 



Changing management –
Reaching for the best treatment first



Changing management –
Repurposing existing treatments



Changing management –
Predicting responders 

Jen Heim



Changing management –
Developing new treatments

Early intervention may increasingly become 

medical as well as therapy-based



CP 
patients

• research ES (n=496)

• clinical ES (n=1345)

Pathogenic 
variants

• 243 genes

• 491 patients

Literature 
search

• Patient(s) received treatment not part of standard of care

• Showed a change in measurable outcome (or Phase II/III trial)

• Matched mechanism of disease between CP cohort + lit

Actionable

Personalized medicine opportunity based on gene finding 

+ literature

61 genes (25.1%), 130 patients (7.1%)

Identifying actionable genes within the CP population

26.7% positive molecular 

diagnosis in n=1841 

patients
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Lewis, et al. in preparation



Primary

• Target disease mechanism (ex. replacing biochemical 
deficiency, gene therapy)

• 20 genes

Preventative

• Avoid triggers that worsen function OR potential complications 
requiring surveillance

• 19 genes

Symptom

• Identifying an effective treatment with reduced trial and error 
(ex. candidates for DBS or ketogenic diet)

• 22 genes

Future

Categories of interventions

• Interventions in development (ex. Phase II/III clinical trials)

• 16 genes

25.1% of genes with 

pathogenic variants have 

precision medicine 

treatments

none



The team

• Working group including genetic counselors, neurologists, 
developmental pediatricians, and research geneticists.

Rubrics

• Draft rubrics (evidence, severity, nature, efficacy)

• Modified from ClinGen framework (adapted to CP scenario)

Discussion

• Virtual meetings to discuss approach

• Written rubric revisions/feedback

Consensus

Modified Delphi process for evaluating impact

• Individual scoring

• Virtual discussion, scoring consensus

73.3%

no genetic 

finding

7.1%

actionable 

genetic 

finding

19.6%

other 

genetic 

finding



Rubrics for severity of outcome, risk/burden of 
intervention, and efficacy of intervention

Score Outcome Intervention 

risk/burden

Impact of 

intervention

0 No change Severe risk No effect

1 Mild impairments Moderate risk Small improvement

2 Moderate 

impairments

Mild risk Moderate 

improvement

3 Severe 

impairments

No or very low risk Significant 

improvement or 

avoidance of 

outcome
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Benefit of interventions
Score Outcome Intervention risk/burden Impact of intervention

0 No change Severe risk No effect

1 Mild impairments Moderate risk Small improvement

2 Moderate impairments Mild risk Moderate improvement

3 Severe impairments No or very low risk Significant improvement or 

avoidance of outcome
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Strength of evidence 

Grade Definition # of 

interventions

A Clinical guideline consensus statement/FDA 

approved for application

17

B Literature review with multiple case-control studies 38

C Case-control multi-patient trial with quantitative 

evidence for outcomes

3

D Multiple-patient clinical report or expert opinion 

without further information

42

E Single-patient clinical report 18

N Source not found 8

Evidence

Strong



Take home points

• 26.7% of patients had a positive genetic finding

• ~30% of those had a potentially actionable genetic findings 

• This is 7% of the total CP population – or 70,000 individuals in the U.S.

• Actionable findings can target primary disease mechanism, create 
prevention opportunities, or inform symptom management

• In regard to patient impact, most untreated outcomes would be 
moderate-severe, while most interventions only create mild risk/burden

• Less than half of actionable findings are supported by high quality 
evidence 



Knowledge transfer –
Practical aspects of implementation



Before you jump in with both feet…



Incorporating genetic testing into your practice –
Process Flowchart (implementation)

Diagnostic home for CP

Comfortable with genetic testing? 

Yes No
Consultative support
- Clinical geneticist  
- Genetic counselor

Educational offerings
- Papers
- CME

Tiered testing
- CP gene panels

- Whole exome sequencing



Variant interpretation



Genetic testing is seldom negative…

• But we fail to find a definite cause more than half of the time
• Its difficult to conclude “genetic testing is negative”



• Many variants are not able to be classified as Pathogenic/Likely 
Pathogenic or Benign/Likely Benign

PMID: 25901385

“Oh no, it’s a Variant of Unknown 
Significance” (VOUS)



In the end… be family-centered



Thanks!

• My lab

• Our collaborators

• My family


